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WHY PRINCIPLES MATTER

Carl Tobias*

THE nomination of Judge Robert Bork to the United States Supreme Court was one of the most controversial nominations in American history. Matters of Principle tells the story of how Judge Bork lost, and Senator Joseph Biden won, this battle for the soul of the Supreme Court. The book is the quintessential insider’s account. Mark Gitenstein served as Chief Counsel for the Judiciary Committee at the time of the Bork nomination and played an instrumental role in the Bork proceedings.

Matters of Principle recounts in consummate detail what occurred once President Ronald Reagan attempted to consolidate the Supreme Court’s conservative trend by nominating Robert Bork. The book is a fast-paced, eminently readable account of the fight over Bork’s nomination. Gitenstein explains difficult concepts, such as the right to privacy and unenumerated rights, in ways that non-lawyers can readily understand. For example, he shows how Senator Biden extracted the idea of a marital right to privacy, into which the government could not intrude, from the landmark privacy case of Griswold v. Connecticut, involving a state proscription on the sale of contraceptives.

The author frequently invokes historical events involving the Supreme Court and the confirmation process, such as President Franklin Roosevelt’s notorious court-packing plan, that afford valuable insights on the Bork nomination. Matters of Principle also includes many trenchant observations gleaned from interviews with most of the relevant players, such as Senators Orrin Hatch and Arlen Specter, and Terry Eastland and William Bradford Reynolds, then principals at the Justice Department.

Gitenstein provides as well a blueprint for Supreme Court selection that holds considerable promise for reducing the contentiousness that has attended recent confirmation processes, notable those of Judge Bork and Justice Clarence Thomas: The author makes clear that the fractious nature of the process is not attributable solely to the phenomenon of divided government or to some latter-day politicization. Rather, he suggests that Presidents Reagan and Bush exceeded the scope of whatever mandate the American people had given them by forwarding to
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the Senate Judiciary Committee the names of candidates who were more conservative than the electorate considered appropriate.

Gitenstein explains that Senator Biden and other members of the Senate Judiciary were attempting to establish and maintain certain principles which would guide the nomination process. For instance, they subscribed to the notions that the Supreme Court should be politically balanced, reflecting the popular will, and that nominees be in the mainstream of American legal thought, not at its margins.

Consultation is the antidote which the author prescribes for the contentiousness that currently plagues the process. Gitenstein argues that nominations would proceed much more smoothly were the President to submit several names to the Senate Judiciary Committee before formally nominating candidates. This procedure has considerable potential for eliminating or ameliorating the assumption of intractable positions which occurs when individuals are nominated without consultation. If prior consultation were employed, it seems likely that consensus candidates would emerge and that much bitter political infighting could be avoided.

President Clinton, in submitting the names of his initial two Supreme Court nominees, Judge Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Judge Stephen G. Breyer, apparently subscribed to Gitenstein's prescription. The Chief Executive carefully considered numerous potential candidates and reportedly consulted with both Democratic and Republican members of the Senate Judiciary Committee before officially nominating Judges Ginsburg and Breyer. The procedures employed seem to have fostered the prompt, uncontroversial confirmation of the two jurists.

Matters of Principle informs comprehension of the Supreme Court nomination process, a process often obscure and little understood. The book also provides much food for thought as the Supreme Court commences the 1994 Term with Stephen Breyer as the newest Justice, whose smooth confirmation the Clinton Administration's consultation facilitated, and as the administration continues refining its policy of federal judicial selection. Mark Gitenstein affords as well valuable suggestions for improving the nomination process in the future, regardless of which party controls the White House.
Comments
Why Principles Should Trump Practices. Effective leaders know why they do what they do matters far more than the action they take. Yet most people waste time arguing over what practices they do without ever considering why they do them in the first instance. I see three big reasons for this: People look at what highly successful leaders are doing and copy their practices, expecting similar results. But they often miss the principles informing those actions, so they misapply them. We are human, and we like to feel important and right. A founding principle is a statement of what you stand for. Today, it's not enough to simply outline your values in the 'About Us' section of your website or print them in an employee manual. Take Method founders, Adam Lowry and Eric Ryan, for example. Let your founding principles guide your decisions, shape your culture, and help you connect with customers. Always look for opportunities to weave your values into your company story. That commitment will strengthen your brand. We will not win this argument playing the rules set down by the national Socialist Left. And we will not win if we don't stick to our founding principles. Tags: Conservatives Constitution Donald Trump Featured Gun Control Liberty Control. History can inform those willing to listen as to what will happen in the future because the laws of human nature are as immutable as the elegant equations of Newtonian physics. Next Post. In the first of a series on the precautionary principle, Andy Stirling argues it offers crucial time to think through options. These principles are: Understanding our customers’ needs, and involving the customer all the way through delivery. Following Government Digital Service agile delivery practice. With empowered teams of suitably skilled business and IT professionals. Thinking and working collaboratively to implement and re-use common solutions where possible. Following our architectural vision and principles. Using low cost cloud based services, common components and approaches. Work towards delivery of clear business benefits.
Heads of respective social network and messaging platforms Facebook and Telegram each were brought before their home governments, the United States for Mark Zuckerberg, Russia for Pavel Durov. How the two men responded is telling, and should inform everyone concerned with privacy, especially cryptocurrency enthusiasts. Principles ground us. Principles are the anchor in the storm of passing fancies. Sadly, people without principles often don’t understand why they matter until it’s too late. From his studio replica of the Oval Office, Glenn pointed to artifacts around the room to help drive home the importance of keeping principles clearly in sight during The Glenn Beck Program Thursday. Why Principles Matter. Humanitarian Mine Action and Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs). May 2017.Â Humanitarian principles are rooted in international humanitarian law and based on the rights of the individual. Put simply, they help to get things done. Current conflict can be a messy and chaotic environment. Humanitarian principles provide a framework that helps to get things done. Box 2.1 What are humanitarian principles? Humanity Human suffering should be prevented and alleviated wherever it is found. Why principles matter. Posted by: Sally Meecham, Posted on: 25 January 2017 - Categories: Defra digital, Defra services, Digital transformation. Like many other government departments, Defra’s services, systems and operations have developed over time, often in response to specific policy initiatives.Â The Defra digital delivery principles reflect a working vision of what a digital mindset considers.